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Materials and Methods in Building Construction - V 

Time: 4 hrs. Max. Marks: 100 

Note: 1. Answer any FIVE full questions. 
2. Draw sketches wherever necessary. 

Explain with neat sketches: 
The concept of flat slab and where are they used. 
Differentiate between flat slab and conventional slab.system. 
The general design principles followed in the design of moment framed structure. (08 Marks) 

(04 Marks) 
(08 Marks) 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Draft the flat slab toof with drop panel and column capital with RCC columns of size 
600x 600 at 6.00 imts cle. Assume necessary detail. Draw to suitable. 
Plan with reinforcement showing. 
Cross section 
Enlarged section of flat slab with 'drop panel and column capital with reinforcement detail. 

Scale 1:10. 

a. 

b. 
C. 

(06 Marks) 
(06 Marks 

(08 Marks) 

(10 Marks) Explain RCC filler slab constrúction. State its advantages and disadvantages. 3 a. 
b. Draw an enlarged cross seetión in 1:10 scale indiçating slab reinforcement details, ribs and 

(10 Marks) 

(08 Marks) 

suitable filler materials with adequate labeling and dimensioning (consider the span as 5m 
with intermediate ribs). 

List down the ady�ntages and disadvântages of waffle slaband partplan. 4 a. 
b. Draft a part séction of an entrance porch of a college"' building having a waffle slab 

arrangement. The section should include all the reinforcement details, placement of pods 
with necessary labeling and dimensions [1:50 scale]. (12 Marks) 

Explain'the principles and method of constructfon of typical steel columns and bcams with 
appropriate detail sketch. (20 Marks) 

,Show the joinery detail to a scale of 1:2, Using ISMB and ISMC with standard sections. 
Junction in betweencolumn and bçam 
Junction in between base plate andeolumn showing necessary detail. 
Junction between beam and purliu 

a. (07 Marks) 
(07 Marks) 
(06 Marks) 

b. 
c. 

a. Sketch the details opaque collapsible steel gate and label all the parts. Indicate the 

(10 Marks) 
(10 Marks) 

specifications of materials and dimensions. 
Write notes on steel door for garages and workshops. b. 
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a. Draw plan, elevation of rolling shutter for a car showroom wíth MS perforated shutter of 
opening size 3600 x 3300mm. Draw to suitable scale., (10 Marks) 

b. Show the detail at corner junction, how the channel is fixed to wall. Scale = 1:5. (05 Marks) 

(05 Marks) 

Draw the plan, elevation and section of an aluminiúm office partition; 3.0 m x 3.0 m; with 

Show the rolling shutter barrel enlarged detail. How itis fixed to wall? C. 

an aluminium sliding door 0.9 mx 2.1 m to one side. The infill panels are a combination of 
(20 Marks) 

Draw the plan, elevation and section of an aluminium framed three track window; 

prelaminated board and glass. Draw all relevant details in 1: 10 scale 

10 

3.0mx1.2m; with sliding shutters Draw all relevant details in 1:10 scale. (20 Marks) 

**** * 
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